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Section 1 
Choose the best answers. 
 
1. Lilly Tang thinks Einstein __________. 
 
 A.   is most inspiring because of his quotes 
 B.   showed what a German scientist could achieve in America 
 C.   was a great scientist and an inspirational thinker 

 
2. In Japan, a famous quotation of Einstein was put in the classroom because 

__________. 
 
 A.   it made people feel okay about making mistakes 
 B.   Einstein is a good example of someone who learned another language 

 C.   Einstein’s quotation remind students of his famous equation E = MC2 
 
3. Why do you think “women had to use male names to get published” in the  
 19th-Century England? 
 
 A.   Women were not very good at writing. 
 B.   Northern England is not famous for women writers. 
 C.   It was difficult for women to be accepted as writers. 
 
4. Lilly Tang thinks Emily Brontë __________.  
 
 A.   would have been more successful if she was born somewhere else 
 B.   would have been more successful if her mother and sisters had lived 

longer 

 C.   is an example of a talented woman who succeeded despite difficult 
circumstances 

 
5. When the recording continues, what do you think Lilly Tang would talk about?  
 Emily Brontë __________.  
 
 A.   could have been a great pianist 
 B.   could have had more success if she had lived longer 

 C.   lived a very sad life in spite of her talents 
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Section 2  
Choose the best answers. 
 
1. Kit Lee says __________. 
 
 A.   learning for interest is better than studying for exams 
 B.   studying for exams is better than learning for interest 
 C.   passing exams is better than studying for exams 
 
2. Kit Lee believes that students studying mathematics __________. 
 
 A.   need to produce a poster about the history of mathematics 
 B.   can be motivated by hearing about success stories 

 C.   need more inspiration because the subject is boring 
 
3. Why does Kit Lee mention Walt Disney? 
 
 A.   We know his cartoons today because of his hard work. 
 B.   He didn’t try hard at music when he was young. 
 C.   He failed at dancing when he first started. 
 
4. Kit Lee thinks students should __________.  
 
 A.   believe in hard work 
 B.   understand the power of language and computers 

 C.   study maths and history 

 
5. At the end of the recording, Lilly Tang asked Kit Lee __________. 
 
 A.   who will be the most inspirational person in the future 
 B.   which is the most inspirational success story in the past 
 C.   which is the most inspirational modern success story 
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Section 3  
Choose the best answers. 
 
1. Dennis and Christina decide not to play the show to their students because they 

__________. 
 
 A.   think the students wouldn’t really enjoy the radio show 
 B.   think the students wouldn’t know any of the people from history 

 C.   would like more variety and more options 
 
2. Why does Dennis mention Justin Bieber? 
 
 A.   He is very popular now, but may not be in the future. 
 B.   Dennis thinks he is a great singer. 
 C.   He is a good example of someone who is successful now. 
 
3. Christina mentions Mozart because she thinks __________. 
 
 A.   he was a naturally talented musician 
 B.   he was lucky to have the chance to play the piano in childhood 

 C.   he practised writing all the time when he was young 

 
4. Dennis says __________. 
 
 A.   practice can make people experts 
 B.   Shakespeare was not so talented 

 C.   it’s easy to learn something new 
 
5. When the recording continues, what do you think Christina would talk about? 
 
 A.   They can ask students to do a project about a famous person  
 B.   They should read Matthew Syed’s book to their students. 
 C.   They should teach the students to play Mozart’s music. 


